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Load Inverters
C-Frame inverter with base rotation
C-Frame inverter with gravity roller input conveyor & ball transfer exit conveyor
500 lb barrel inverter
Barrel Inverter - 8,000 lb capacity flipping steel blanks
Barrel inverter for turning automotive blank stacks
5 ton barrel inverter to flip blank stacks
Barrel inverter for turning automotive blank stacks
Barrel inverter for turning laminate countertops.
Barrel Inverter - 10,000 lb capacity - pit mounted
Barrel inverter for turning tire molds.
Barrel inverter with powered input & exit conveyors
Barrel Inverter- 5,200 lb capacity-with powered conveyors.
Barrel inverter with powered input & exit conveyors
10 ton clamp arm inverter
Clamp arm inverter, 10,000 lb capacity, for rotating machined castings
Operator lowers wheel between gripping pads
Wheel is rotated
Manual rotating axis grab attached to a battery-powered straddle truck.